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INTRODUCTION
Frailty and multimorbidity are related and yet distinct syndromes associated with ageing. Each is associated with increased mortality, hospitalization, disability, 
and increased healthcare utilization.1-3 Those who have both multimorbidity and frailty concurrently have increased clinical complexity, care burden and care 
fragmentation4 and the NHS Multimorbidity guideline recommended identifying frailty in patients with multimorbidity as these patients may benefit from tailored 
care approaches to improve outcomes5. However not much known is about older adults with both frailty and multimorbidity in the polyclinic setting. 

OBJECTIVE
This study aims describe and understand frailty in a group of elderly primary care patients with both frailty and multimorbidity

CONCLUSION
Although this was a post-hoc study and there were a few interesting findings. Our study highlighted the lack of association of age and gender with frailty in the 

older adult primary care population with multimorbidity, while confirming that most had problems with the FRAIL domains of resistance, ambulation and weight 

loss. This may indicate a need for better frailty screening and multimodal interventions focusing on resistance exercises and nutrition. However, larger, 

prospective studies are required to confirm our findings in this population and help implement interventions.   

METHODOLOGY
This study employs a post-hoc analysis using data from an original study that measured patient-reported outcome preferences in 180 elderly polyclinic teamlet
patients aged 65 years and older with multimorbidity. Multimorbidity was defined as having at least 3 or more chronic conditions from a list of 22 self-reported 
chronic conditions – hypertension, hyperlipidaemia, diabetes mellites including pre-diabetes, arthritis and/or rheumatoid arthritis, obesity, cardiovascular 
disease, asthma or chronic bronchitis, chronic hepatitis, thyroid disorder, stroke and transient ischemic attack, heart failure and valve problems, kidney disease 
or failure, depression or anxiety, chronic urinary problem, physical disability, cognitive limitation, any cancer in the last 5 years, osteoporosis, dementia or 
Alzheimer's disease, chronic pain, gout, other mental health conditions, and neurological disorders.  
Other data collected included frailty (FRAIL scale), depressive symptoms (Patient Health Questionnaire-9), social support (Duke Social Support Score), health-
related quality of life (EuroQuol 5 Dimensions-5 level Utilities Index and Visual Analogue Scale), self-reported recent hospitalization in the last 12 months, and 
sociodemographic characteristics (age, sex, ethnicity, education level, dwelling, marital status). 
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Fatigue "How much
of the time during

the past 4 weeks did
you feel tired?"

Resistance "By
yourself and not

using aids, do you
have any difficulty

walking up 1 flight of
stairs (10 steps)

without resting? "

Ambulation "By
yourself and not

using aids, do you
have any difficulty
walking one block

(about 100m
metres)?"

Illness "Do you have
5 or more of the

following illnesses? "

LOW "Have you lost
5% or more of your
weight in the last 12

months? "
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Figure 1. FRAIL scale components in those with pre-frailty/frailty (n=89)

Yes No

Figure 2. Frailty status in sample 

*Mann-Whitney U test, **Pearson chi-square test, ± Health-related quality of life – EuroQuol 5-Dimensions-5 Levels 
Visual Analogue Scale, # Health-related quality of life- EuroQuol 5-Dimensions Utility Index, ∞ No depression is 
PHQ-9 < 5, Depression is PHQ-9 ≥5.

Table 1. Frailty statuses and sociodemographic variables

Table 2. Frailty statuses and other variables
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